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The Sensex on the weekly charts has stayed on course

since our last update but the rally is losing momentum

slowly and steadily. The target range at 17900-18500

including the inverted HNS is very near but still holds.

Nevertheless, the next few sessions of this new week

remain extremely crucial for the markets, any move

below the 16978-17241 support range would have

extremely bearish impact on the markets for the next

couple of weeks. Till then we still have some upside

left. The bearish island gap, which is just above at 18439

levels, is one key reversal level on everybody’s watch

list for the next week.

The scenario if we break 16978 also needs a mention

since the market would go into a tailspin once the level

is broken. Momentum indicators would trigger sell

readings by then. Moreover a zigzag pullback would

also be complete and the Sensex would first head for

the 50% retracement as well as bullish gap support at

16570. Once the gap fills the downmove could

accelerate and target 15300, which was a triple bottom

support earlier on the daily charts. Hence, the week

remains critical as it holds the key to the markets going

forward and long positions should be pruned in the

target range of 17900-18500. Moreover, 16978 remains

the level to watch out for.
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Critical times ahead
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Sensex: 17,600

WEMA: Weekly Exponential Moving Average

MEMA: Monthly Exponential Moving Average
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